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Coming Back After the 
Never mess with Mother

 
In the spring of 2013 Alberta experienced some 

of the most devastating flood situations in the 

history of the Province. Irricana, 

away from large river courses seemed to be 

unaffected. That was until July 6th, 2013 when 

the biggest 

hail storm swept through our area 

lasted over a week. The resulting ground moisture from the hail stones caused basement 

flooding all over town. Compared to some other 

for the most part Irricana's hail storm never even hit the news.

So much for surviving the spring flooding.

This 20 minute storm resulted in a 

Irricana. To combat this, the Municipal Office

replace the lost or damaged property. 

not survive. New plants have been incorporated

The overall cost and time spent on this alone has been a huge undertaking in itself but our staff 

and residents have rallied to the task and Irricana once again looks like most other rural 

communities in the Alberta Prairies.

After the Storm - 
other Nature 

experienced some 

of the most devastating flood situations in the 

 situated inland 

courses seemed to be 

unaffected. That was until July 6th, 2013 when 

hail storm swept through our area 

completely obliterating anything in its wake. 

Irricana's vegetation was completely stripped of 

leaves and bark and plants and flowers were 

sheared off at ground level. Residential s

riddled with holes and every roof and automobile 

town was compromised. The hail stones were the 

size of golf balls and the accumulated hail deposits 

lasted over a week. The resulting ground moisture from the hail stones caused basement 

Compared to some other communities Irricana’s was still better off and 

for the most part Irricana's hail storm never even hit the news. 

So much for surviving the spring flooding. 

This 20 minute storm resulted in a loss of approximately a third of the trees and vegetation in 

Municipal Office Staff and town residents have been working to 

property. Trees have been planted to replace the many that did 

been incorporated in gardens to replace the many that were lost.  

The overall cost and time spent on this alone has been a huge undertaking in itself but our staff 

dents have rallied to the task and Irricana once again looks like most other rural 

communities in the Alberta Prairies. 

completely obliterating anything in its wake. 

Irricana's vegetation was completely stripped of 

leaves and bark and plants and flowers were 

Residential siding was 

and automobile in 

town was compromised. The hail stones were the 

and the accumulated hail deposits 

lasted over a week. The resulting ground moisture from the hail stones caused basement 

still better off and 

third of the trees and vegetation in 

own residents have been working to 

to replace the many that did 

y that were lost.  

The overall cost and time spent on this alone has been a huge undertaking in itself but our staff 

dents have rallied to the task and Irricana once again looks like most other rural 
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The whole community rallied to help neighbours cut down fallen trees and pickup debris 

everywhere. Like the Calgary Stampede but on a lesser scale the town's annual fair Day was to 

be held the next weekend. The community rallied and spruced up the town as best as the

could. The Town of Beiseker's Chamber of Commerce donated $500 to Irricana to help us 

purchase new flowers for all the planters which were now devoid of any signs of colour.

It's always good to remember that 

underestimate her power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ommunity rallied to help neighbours cut down fallen trees and pickup debris 

everywhere. Like the Calgary Stampede but on a lesser scale the town's annual fair Day was to 

be held the next weekend. The community rallied and spruced up the town as best as the

could. The Town of Beiseker's Chamber of Commerce donated $500 to Irricana to help us 

purchase new flowers for all the planters which were now devoid of any signs of colour.

It's always good to remember that Mother Nature has a way of keeping us all in c

 

 

 

ommunity rallied to help neighbours cut down fallen trees and pickup debris 

everywhere. Like the Calgary Stampede but on a lesser scale the town's annual fair Day was to 

be held the next weekend. The community rallied and spruced up the town as best as they 

could. The Town of Beiseker's Chamber of Commerce donated $500 to Irricana to help us 

purchase new flowers for all the planters which were now devoid of any signs of colour. 

Mother Nature has a way of keeping us all in check. Never 
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The Storms Continue - 
Hail, Rain and Funnel Clouds 

 
Nearly two years after the storm of 2013, damage claims for insurance remain in dispute for 

some properties.  While the focus of Alberta was on a funnel cloud in the Calgary: the Town of 

Irricana saw three straight days of intense storms with Tornado watches.  While the residents 

watched as the funnel clouds came within the horizon the storms did cause downed trees, 

destruction to flower beds and the some structures had water issues.  While the hail did minor 

damage to cars and structures compared to the severity of 2013, we were reminded of the 

force of Mother Nature that has become an annual item for the Town. 
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Environmental Stewardship
Earth, Wind and Fire 

 

The Town of Irricana values the stewardship

removal when necessary are part of our annual budget expenses.

Tree Farm - To assist the town a small tree farm has been set up to assist the growth of new 

trees until they can be transplanted to new locations around town.

As required, arborists are called in to prune or remove dead trees (mainly in the campground) 

for safety reasons. Certified Applicators are also hired annually to help deal with weeds and 

rodents. Alternative ecological practices have also been incorporated to less

chemical applications. Vinegar solutions are being used for weed contro

been built to help with gopher control.  Some ani

Juicy Fruit Gum Sticks down gopher holes have been attempted to help with rodent control.

Black Knot - Last summer "Black 

produced to inform our residents about 

the issues of "Black Knot" and explained 

Environmental Stewardship - 
 

The Town of Irricana values the stewardship of its environment. Tree planting, pruning and 

removal when necessary are part of our annual budget expenses. 

To assist the town a small tree farm has been set up to assist the growth of new 

trees until they can be transplanted to new locations around town. 

As required, arborists are called in to prune or remove dead trees (mainly in the campground) 

for safety reasons. Certified Applicators are also hired annually to help deal with weeds and 

rodents. Alternative ecological practices have also been incorporated to lessen the use of 

chemical applications. Vinegar solutions are being used for weed control and hawk poles have 

been built to help with gopher control.  Some animal and people friendly tactics such as placing 

Juicy Fruit Gum Sticks down gopher holes have been attempted to help with rodent control.

lack Knot" was identified in our community and a Notice was 

produced to inform our residents about this problem. It helped educate our residents'

ot" and explained how to deal with it.  

of its environment. Tree planting, pruning and 

To assist the town a small tree farm has been set up to assist the growth of new 

As required, arborists are called in to prune or remove dead trees (mainly in the campground) 

for safety reasons. Certified Applicators are also hired annually to help deal with weeds and 

n the use of 

l and hawk poles have 

mal and people friendly tactics such as placing 

Juicy Fruit Gum Sticks down gopher holes have been attempted to help with rodent control. 

ified in our community and a Notice was 

e our residents' about 
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especially after spring storms. The town also partners with Rocky View County who also supply 

us with additional tree mulch at the transfer site 

for use by the town.  

Solar Lighting - In order to lessen the amount of 

electricity used by the town, the use of solar 

lighting is also being incorporated into some of 

the landscape designs and pathway systems. This 

economically efficient practice adds a very ni

aesthetic to our green areas during the evening 

hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xeriscaping - Xeriscaping has also become 

a large practice in Irricana to help with 

water conservation. Using the recycled 

excess water at our water treatment plant 

for watering all the flowers also helps keep 

the costs down and makes use of water 

that otherwise would be discharged.

mulch for xeriscaping purposes is 

manufactured here again using the town's 

tree chipper. This enables the town staff to 

eliminate excess trees and branches 

especially after spring storms. The town also partners with Rocky View County who also supply 

us with additional tree mulch at the transfer site 

n the amount of 

electricity used by the town, the use of solar 

lighting is also being incorporated into some of 

the landscape designs and pathway systems. This 

economically efficient practice adds a very nice 

aesthetic to our green areas during the evening 

Xeriscaping has also become 

in Irricana to help with 

water conservation. Using the recycled 

excess water at our water treatment plant 

for watering all the flowers also helps keep 

the costs down and makes use of water 

that otherwise would be discharged. Bark 

oses is 

again using the town's 

tree chipper. This enables the town staff to 

eliminate excess trees and branches 

especially after spring storms. The town also partners with Rocky View County who also supply 
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First Impressions and Floral Displays
A Picture Says a Thousand

 

Green House - Everyone knows the value of a 

first impression. What better way to help 

improve this than having an abundance of 

gardens and flowers in your community. T

help with costs associated with "brightening 

up the town", a small green house at the 

Water Treatment Plant was built which

the heat and excess water in this location to 

start our own bedding out plants in the spring.

First Impressions and Floral Displays 
housand Words 

Everyone knows the value of a 

first impression. What better way to help 

abundance of 

gardens and flowers in your community. To 

"brightening 

a small green house at the 

was built which uses 

ater in this location to 

plants in the spring. 

 - 
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techniques, decorative planters, landscape creativity, general neatness (including alleys)and overall  

improvement from previous seasons.  Volunteer judges decide on recipients and anyone can also be 

nominated. The plaques are placed at the property with a letter of congratulations a

Certificate from Blue Grass Nursery in the amount of $20. Blue Grass Nursery also 

overall Gift certificate prizes ($250,

Green Thumb Awards - To encourage civic pride, 

a successful program initiated by the Town's 

Economic Development and Tourism Committee 

(EDTC) is the Green Thumb Awards. Each year 

the town produces and hand out

Awards" to many of our local resident and 

business properties. This program partners with 

Blue Grass Nursery and Tiger Sul 

appealing landscape design, lawn care, flower beds, 

impressive gardens, use of mulch and xeriscaping 

ers, landscape creativity, general neatness (including alleys)and overall  

improvement from previous seasons.  Volunteer judges decide on recipients and anyone can also be 

nominated. The plaques are placed at the property with a letter of congratulations as well as a Gift 

Certificate from Blue Grass Nursery in the amount of $20. Blue Grass Nursery also sponsor the

 $150, $100). This program runs from June until August

approximately 200

handed out each summer. This 

program has show

significant improvements

pride and the plaques themselves 

also incorporate a recycling 

component. The plaque design is 

made in-house, 

attached to old chloroplast

or bits and pieces 

chloroplast donated by a local 

sign manufacturer.

Adopt-A-Flower 

successful program to help with 

our floral displays in and around 

Irricana is our "Adopt

program. Each summer donation 

letters are sent out to local 

businesses and service groups 

and many donate the funds 

required to purchase the flowers 

for our decorative planters.

 

To encourage civic pride, 

successful program initiated by the Town's 

Economic Development and Tourism Committee 

(EDTC) is the Green Thumb Awards. Each year 

hand out "Green Thumb 

o many of our local resident and 

business properties. This program partners with 

and Tiger Sul to encourage 

appealing landscape design, lawn care, flower beds, 

impressive gardens, use of mulch and xeriscaping 

ers, landscape creativity, general neatness (including alleys)and overall  

improvement from previous seasons.  Volunteer judges decide on recipients and anyone can also be 

s well as a Gift 

sponsor the three 

August and 

200 plaques are 

ach summer. This 

program has shown to produce 

improvements to civic 

pride and the plaques themselves 

also incorporate a recycling 

component. The plaque design is 

house, laminated and 

old chloroplast signs 

bits and pieces of leftover 

donated by a local 

sign manufacturer.  

Flower - Another 

successful program to help with 

our floral displays in and around 

Irricana is our "Adopt-A-Flower" 

program. Each summer donation 

letters are sent out to local 

s and service groups 

and many donate the funds 

required to purchase the flowers 

for our decorative planters.  
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Recycling...  
The "New" New 
 

sponsored in 2011 as part of the town's centennial, the town also recycles yellow cattle feed 

tubs for additional planters, helping keep these tubs out of land fill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recycling - Composting and recycling is 

encouraged by the town and a full recycling 

facility, including an area for composting is 

available at the Transfer Site located on the 

NW out skirt of Irricana. This site is run by 

Rocky View County and is accessible two 

days a week. 

 

To offset the number of permanent planters 

sponsored in 2011 as part of the town's centennial, the town also recycles yellow cattle feed 

tubs for additional planters, helping keep these tubs out of land fill.  

Composting and recycling is 

encouraged by the town and a full recycling 

facility, including an area for composting is 

available at the Transfer Site located on the 

his site is run by 

Rocky View County and is accessible two 

To offset the number of permanent planters 

sponsored in 2011 as part of the town's centennial, the town also recycles yellow cattle feed 
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Plant Exchange - The local 50 plus Service Club also hold an annual plant exchange each spring. 

Excess plants are not put to wast

somewhere else. 

Whether its recycling waste water, cardboard for sign backing or feed buckets, the 

Irricana strongly believe in reusing and recycling any chance they get.

 

Community Involvement 
What Better Than a C
 

 

Lions Centennial Park - One of the biggest and most elaborate Community Work Bees has been 

the new "Lions Centennial Park" located on 1st Avenue. Over 100 volunteers rallied to build the 

impressive grain elevator play park to commemorate the original site of the many grain 

elevators once located on that site. This project was a partnership between Alberta Trai

(the property owners) and the Irricana Lions Club (

park). 

plus Service Club also hold an annual plant exchange each spring. 

Excess plants are not put to waste but offered up to neighbours to help start a new garden 

Whether its recycling waste water, cardboard for sign backing or feed buckets, the 

Irricana strongly believe in reusing and recycling any chance they get. 

Community Involvement -  
Community Work Bee 

One of the biggest and most elaborate Community Work Bees has been 

Centennial Park" located on 1st Avenue. Over 100 volunteers rallied to build the 

impressive grain elevator play park to commemorate the original site of the many grain 

elevators once located on that site. This project was a partnership between Alberta Trai

) and the Irricana Lions Club (who accessed the funds required to build t

This project is far from complete. The new information 

Kiosks are yet to be suited with applicable maps and 

signage and information about local flora and fauna. A 

beautiful bricked courtyard is planned for the next 

plus Service Club also hold an annual plant exchange each spring. 

to help start a new garden 

Whether its recycling waste water, cardboard for sign backing or feed buckets, the town 

One of the biggest and most elaborate Community Work Bees has been 

Centennial Park" located on 1st Avenue. Over 100 volunteers rallied to build the 

impressive grain elevator play park to commemorate the original site of the many grain 

elevators once located on that site. This project was a partnership between Alberta Trail Net 

who accessed the funds required to build the 

This project is far from complete. The new information 

applicable maps and 

signage and information about local flora and fauna. A 

beautiful bricked courtyard is planned for the next 
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phase of the project. The bricks will be

around a large central fountain. 

 

tank located at the community garden site from the waste water 

at the water treatment plant by town public works.

phase of the project. The bricks will be engraved with the many sponsor names and placed 

 

Community Garden - One of the most successful and 

easiest new programs initiated is community garden 

adjacent to the east access road coming into Irricana. 

The garden space is a piece of land on loan by a 

developer who owns the property. A non profit 

group coordinates the community garden and its 

policies and ten or more residents are given garden 

plots and become the caregivers of this area each 

summer. It is not unusual to see three generations of 

families gardening together in the evenings and 

enjoying their harvest 

of freshly grown 

veggies. Volunteers 

rototill the gardens in 

the spring and water is 

supplied in a holding 

tank located at the community garden site from the waste water 

at the water treatment plant by town public works.  

sponsor names and placed 

One of the most successful and 

easiest new programs initiated is community garden 

adjacent to the east access road coming into Irricana. 

The garden space is a piece of land on loan by a 

developer who owns the property. A non profit 

coordinates the community garden and its 

policies and ten or more residents are given garden 

plots and become the caregivers of this area each 

summer. It is not unusual to see three generations of 

families gardening together in the evenings and 
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Honoring Our Voluntee
The Cornerstone of the 

 
Volunteer Appreciation Dinner -

seriously values its abundance of volunteers. 

Many of the parks, buildings, murals, etc 

would not be there if not for these valuable 

people. The Town of Irricana hosts a 

volunteer dinner each fall to acknowledge 

all the many volunteers in our comm

After the dinner portion of the evening a 

rural and urban recipient is awarded a 

plaque of recognition each year to 

acknowledge their outstanding commitments to our community. A third Youth recipient is also 

awarded a plaque of recognition for their

Recipients are all nominated by their peers and the final choice 

 

Pitch-In - On the second Saturday in May the town hosts it annual Pitch

community all come together to pick up garbage in the streets and parks all over the 

community. The event is completed with a fun BBQ hosted by the town and enjoyed by all. A 

part of the annual Pitch-in the town also offers each resident a discount coupon for dumping 

fees at the local transfer site to help clean up 

Honoring Our Volunteers - 
ornerstone of the Community 

- Irricana 

seriously values its abundance of volunteers. 

Many of the parks, buildings, murals, etc 

would not be there if not for these valuable 

people. The Town of Irricana hosts a 

volunteer dinner each fall to acknowledge 

all the many volunteers in our community. 

ter the dinner portion of the evening a 

rural and urban recipient is awarded a 

plaque of recognition each year to 

acknowledge their outstanding commitments to our community. A third Youth recipient is also 

awarded a plaque of recognition for their work and volunteerism in our community as well. 

Recipients are all nominated by their peers and the final choice approved by council.

On the second Saturday in May the town hosts it annual Pitch-In. This is the day the 

ther to pick up garbage in the streets and parks all over the 

community. The event is completed with a fun BBQ hosted by the town and enjoyed by all. A 

in the town also offers each resident a discount coupon for dumping 

local transfer site to help clean up local properties. 

acknowledge their outstanding commitments to our community. A third Youth recipient is also 

work and volunteerism in our community as well. 

approved by council. 

In. This is the day the 

ther to pick up garbage in the streets and parks all over the 

community. The event is completed with a fun BBQ hosted by the town and enjoyed by all. A 

in the town also offers each resident a discount coupon for dumping 
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Harold and Hilda Knight Garden Dedication 

Two of our important rural volunteers recently passed 

away (Harold Knight in 2013 and his wife Hilda in 2014

commemoration of Harold and Hilda

members wanted to have a garden dedicated to their 

memory and so one was built by Public Works park staff

the previously named Harold Knight Park in Irricana.

24th, 2014 a garden dedication was

community. 

 

Share the Harvest - One of our local garden advocates

residents to help share their bounty. Anyone with extra veggies, fruit or canned goods can offer 

them up to others who may be in need of that particular item. Already this new site has seen 

much sharing and old fashioned bartering.

 

Murals - As part of an Economic Development 

and Tourism/Main Street Beautification 

strategy, over 20 murals have been produced 

by volunteer artists. Ten of these m

designed by a local artist who 

volunteers to produce them (many of 

volunteers being 

children). The 

philosophy of 

engaging youth 

with the painting 

of the murals 

was to help 

decrease any 

vandalism and encourage youth volunteerism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ght Garden Dedication –  

Two of our important rural volunteers recently passed 

away (Harold Knight in 2013 and his wife Hilda in 2014). In 

commemoration of Harold and Hilda, friends and family 

members wanted to have a garden dedicated to their 

o one was built by Public Works park staff in 

the previously named Harold Knight Park in Irricana. On July 

was held to remember those who have helped build our 

One of our local garden advocates has started a Facebook page for our 

residents to help share their bounty. Anyone with extra veggies, fruit or canned goods can offer 

them up to others who may be in need of that particular item. Already this new site has seen 

d bartering.  

As part of an Economic Development 

and Tourism/Main Street Beautification 

strategy, over 20 murals have been produced 

en of these murals were 

who engaged local 

(many of the 

vandalism and encourage youth volunteerism.  

held to remember those who have helped build our 

has started a Facebook page for our 

residents to help share their bounty. Anyone with extra veggies, fruit or canned goods can offer 

them up to others who may be in need of that particular item. Already this new site has seen 
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Planning for the future 
Bylaws, Policies and an 

Thick Documents 

 
The present Town Council and many others over the past years have valued the importance of 

leaving a healthy, strong and viable community for future generations to enjoy. This philosophy 

has been engrained and imbedded into all town policies, bylaws and wr

 

**See attached samples included

 

 

Irricana Land Use Bylaw Excerpts 11:2010

Community Standards Bylaw 7:2012

Water Conservation Bylaw 3:2000

Municipal Development Plan Excerpts

 

Planning for the future -  
Policies and an Assortment of Other 

The present Town Council and many others over the past years have valued the importance of 

leaving a healthy, strong and viable community for future generations to enjoy. This philosophy 

has been engrained and imbedded into all town policies, bylaws and written documents, 

samples included 

Irricana Land Use Bylaw Excerpts 11:2010 

Community Standards Bylaw 7:2012 

Water Conservation Bylaw 3:2000 

Municipal Development Plan Excerpts 

The present Town Council and many others over the past years have valued the importance of 

leaving a healthy, strong and viable community for future generations to enjoy. This philosophy 

itten documents,  
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Landscape 
If You Look Far Enough 

the Back of Your Head

 
Turf Management - Despite the fact that Irricana is a small community in size the town still 

maintains a large amount of green spaces and grassed areas. A certified herbicide and pesticide 

applicator is hired annually to help maintain weeds and rodent issues in our public spaces.

be a little more environmentally 

weeds in smaller areas and pathways as required.

 

Our public works department are responsible for 

maintenance around the town which is a large portion of their duties from May to September.

In total they maintain: 

 

 Six Main Parks - Founders Park, Walker 

Park, Harold Knight Park, the Splash 

Park, the Millennium Park and the Lions 

Centennial Park 

 Three baseball diamonds

 Five playgrounds

 Three soccer fields

 Two main entrance way green spaces,

 And several other lots and small 

spaces. 

 

Landscape -  
nough on the Prairies, You Can see 

ead 

Despite the fact that Irricana is a small community in size the town still 

maintains a large amount of green spaces and grassed areas. A certified herbicide and pesticide 

o help maintain weeds and rodent issues in our public spaces.

be a little more environmentally friendly, our Public Works staff use a vinegar solution to kill 

weeds in smaller areas and pathways as required. 

ent are responsible for all of the ongoing grass cutting 

maintenance around the town which is a large portion of their duties from May to September.

Founders Park, Walker 

Park, Harold Knight Park, the Splash 

ark, the Millennium Park and the Lions 

 

Three baseball diamonds 

 

soccer fields 

Two main entrance way green spaces, 

several other lots and small green 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite the fact that Irricana is a small community in size the town still 

maintains a large amount of green spaces and grassed areas. A certified herbicide and pesticide 

o help maintain weeds and rodent issues in our public spaces. To 

, our Public Works staff use a vinegar solution to kill 

cutting and 

maintenance around the town which is a large portion of their duties from May to September. 
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History and Culture 
Bringing the Community 
Pioneer Acres Museum - A strong part of the community of Irricana is its Arts, History and 

Culture. Located on the north side of the Town of Irricana is the Pioneer Acres Museum Site. 

This site is home to 50 acres dedicated solely to the history of farming 

Pioneer Acres Plowmen & Threshermen's Club of Alberta was established in 1972 as a non

profit organization and is mainly run by a volunteer board and members to this day. 

 

 

Historic "Long' House - One of 

the main exhibits on the site is 

the Historic "Long" House which 

has been used by many film 

companies for several different 

feature films. This home was 

built in 1914 by John Thomas and 

was lived in by three generations 

of the Long family. Originally 

located just to the north of the 

present day museum site, it was 

eventually moved onto the 

museum grounds and is now one of their main exhibits

History and Culture - 
ommunity Together 

A strong part of the community of Irricana is its Arts, History and 

Culture. Located on the north side of the Town of Irricana is the Pioneer Acres Museum Site. 

dedicated solely to the history of farming and rural Alberta history. 

Pioneer Acres Plowmen & Threshermen's Club of Alberta was established in 1972 as a non

profit organization and is mainly run by a volunteer board and members to this day. 

museum site is open May through to 

September annually. They are most 

known for their educational tours for 

school groups and seniors and their 

annual show held each August

show will feature John Deere as its main 

attraction. Thousands of people 

to experience real working antique farm 

machinery and rural Alberta that 

weekend.  

 

which 

built in 1914 by John Thomas and 

was lived in by three generations 

present day museum site, it was 

museum grounds and is now one of their main exhibits.   

A strong part of the community of Irricana is its Arts, History and 

Culture. Located on the north side of the Town of Irricana is the Pioneer Acres Museum Site. 

and rural Alberta history. 

Pioneer Acres Plowmen & Threshermen's Club of Alberta was established in 1972 as a non-

profit organization and is mainly run by a volunteer board and members to this day. The 

open May through to 

September annually. They are most 

educational tours for 

school groups and seniors and their 

annual show held each August. The 2014 

show will feature John Deere as its main 

housands of people will come 

real working antique farm 

machinery and rural Alberta that 
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Irricana Centennial Centre - Built in 1929 the building now referred to as the Irricana 

Centennial Centre is home to the Town of Irricana Municipal Office

Irricana Supplies Building in 1929 when it was built.

"Old Smoky" has been a popular icon on Irricana's 

main street by visitors to our community

horse of sorts was also installed in the campground

Morgan the unicorn was added in 2013 to enhance 

the look or our already busy campground. Morgan 

was sponsored by many local residents, businesses 

and friends of the campground. 

 

Built in 1929 the building now referred to as the Irricana 

Centennial Centre is home to the Town of Irricana Municipal Office. It was originally named

Irricana Supplies Building in 1929 when it was built. This historically significant building was a 

general store and dance hall (in the 

upper level) and was one of the main 

features of Irricana's main street for 

almost a century. Renovated

needs of the Municipal Office

once again, one of Irricana's 

notable main street buildings. 

 

 

Old Smoky - Located on 

front of the old hotel is "Old Smoky". 

This sculpture is one of the many pieces 

of Irricana's art and culture inventory. 

Commissioned in 1991 by Mel Brown, 

popular icon on Irricana's 

community. A second 

horse of sorts was also installed in the campground. 

Morgan the unicorn was added in 2013 to enhance 

the look or our already busy campground. Morgan 

residents, businesses 

 

 

 

Events - Over the years Irricana has held many events

Terry Fox Run, Olympic Torch Relay, Wild Pink Yonder (trail 

ride to support breast cancer), and most recently the Town's 

Centennial held in 2011 are just a few. 

 

Irricana's council and community as a 

whole values it past and its present and 

are planning for its future. 

Built in 1929 the building now referred to as the Irricana 

was originally named the 

lly significant building was a 

general store and dance hall (in the 

upper level) and was one of the main 

features of Irricana's main street for 

Renovated to suit the 

needs of the Municipal Office, it is now 

Irricana's most 

notable main street buildings.  

Located on Main Street in 

front of the old hotel is "Old Smoky". 

This sculpture is one of the many pieces 

of Irricana's art and culture inventory. 

Commissioned in 1991 by Mel Brown, 

Over the years Irricana has held many events. The 

Terry Fox Run, Olympic Torch Relay, Wild Pink Yonder (trail 

ride to support breast cancer), and most recently the Town's 

Irricana's council and community as a 

t past and its present and 


